2017 St. Joseph County Fair Show Bill
Saturday, September 23, 2017, 8:00 a.m.

Judge: Kathi Schroeder

1. ______90814 - Pony Pole Bending, exhibitors 14-19
2. ______90815 - Pony Pole Bending, exhibitors 9-13
3. ______90811 - Horse Pole Bending, exhibitors 16-19
4. ______90812 - Horse Pole Bending, exhibitors 13-15
5. ______90813 - Horse Pole Bending, exhibitors 9-12

6. ______90809 - Pony Speed & Action, exhibitors 14-19
7. ______90810 - Pony Speed & Action, exhibitors 9-13
8. ______90806 - Horse Speed & Action, exhibitors 16-19
9. ______90807 - Horse Speed & Action, exhibitors 13-15
10. ______90808 - Horse Speed & Action, exhibitors 9-12

11. ______90804 - Pony Cloverleaf, exhibitors 14-19
12. ______90805 - Pony Cloverleaf, exhibitors 9-13
13. ______90801 - Horse Cloverleaf, exhibitors 16-19
14. ______90802 - Horse Cloverleaf, exhibitors 13-15
15. ______90803 - Horse Cloverleaf, exhibitors 9-12

****  Cloverbud Leadline Horse Flag Race

16. ______90819 - Pony Flag Race, exhibitors 14-19
17. ______90820 - Pony Flag Race, exhibitors 9-13
18. ______90820 - Pony Flag Race, exhibitors 9-13
19. ______90816 - Horse Flag Race, exhibitors 16-19
20. ______90817 - Horse Flag Race, exhibitors 13-15
21. ______90818 - Horse Flag Race, exhibitors 9-12

21. ______90824 - Pony Keyhole, exhibitors 14-19
22. ______90825 - Pony Keyhole, exhibitors 9-13
23. ______90821 - Horse Keyhole, exhibitors 16-19
24. ______90822 - Horse Keyhole, exhibitors 13-15
25. ______90823 - Horse Keyhole, exhibitors 9-12

90828/90829 – Champion & Reserve Gymkhana Pony Exhibitor
90826/90827 – Champion & Reserve Champion Gymkhana Horse Exhibitor